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Turning Results by Participant (Response Detail)
Session Name: New Session 11-12-2013 8-38 PM





1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
6) Final Roll Call
Correct %
Total Points




1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
Ali Antar
1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
6) Final Roll Call
Correct %
Total Points




1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
Shyam Patel
1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?




















































1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
6) Final Roll Call
Correct %
Total Points




1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
Alexis Sacasas
1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
6) Final Roll Call
Correct %
Total Points




1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
Jean Cocco
1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
6) Final Roll Call
Correct %
Total Points
1) First Roll Call


















































3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
6) Final Roll Call
Correct %
Total Points




1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
Gustavo Lopez
1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
6) Final Roll Call
Correct %
Total Points




1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
Christopher Cano
1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
6) Final Roll Call
Correct %
Total Points




1) First Roll Call



















































3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 




1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
Malik Priest
1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
6) Final Roll Call
Correct %
Total Points




1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
Jonathan Bolz
1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
6) Final Roll Call
Correct %
Total Points




1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?























































1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
6) Final Roll Call
Correct %
Total Points




1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
Sinhye Lee
1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
6) Final Roll Call
Correct %
Total Points




1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
Mohammad Hasan
1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 






















































1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
6) Final Roll Call
Correct %
Total Points




1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
Kayla Leland
1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
6) Final Roll Call
Correct %
Total Points




1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
Janice Bader
1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
6) Final Roll Call
Correct %
Total Points
1) First Roll Call


















































3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
6) Final Roll Call
Correct %
Total Points




1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
Brian Lehrer
1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
6) Final Roll Call
Correct %
Total Points




1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
Dalia Odeh
1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
6) Final Roll Call
Correct %
Total Points




1) First Roll Call



















































3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 




1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
Mateo Hernandez
1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
6) Final Roll Call
Correct %
Total Points




1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
Evan Brown
1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
6) Final Roll Call
Correct %
Total Points




1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?























































1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
6) Final Roll Call
Correct %
Total Points




1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
Chloe Little
1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
6) Final Roll Call
Correct %
Total Points




1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
Umar Abunamous
1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 















































3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
6) Final Roll Call
Correct %
Total Points




1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
Juan Rodriguez
1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
6) Final Roll Call
Correct %
Total Points




1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
Gary Cox
1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
3) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee tonight?
4) To vote on SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee?
5) SB [R] 54-011 Resolution to the Student Trustee 
6) Final Roll Call
Correct %
Total Points
1) First Roll Call
2) Reestablishment of Quorum?
